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Our annual Get Redressed Month (GRM) has become one of

our key vehicles for engaging with the public and educating

them about keeping clothes in use for longer. Now in its third

year, the month-long campaign is not only an opportunity for

people to rethink their relationship with fashion, but also a

chance for us to highlight the negative impact that the fashion

industry has on the environment. After two successful

campaigns, we were determined to overcome the challenges

presented by Covid-19 and expand our reach through

partnerships with corporates, brands and schools.

Overall, we engaged with 59 companies, brands and schools

through GRM 2020. We placed 52 public collection points in

shopping centres, shops and restaurants in addition to the 14

points in schools and corporate businesses.



Redress would like to take this opportunity to thank all GRM partners and sponsors; Tencel, Gap Inc, Li & Fung, Swire Properties, DBS Bank, KPMG, RedBox Storage,

Fidelity International, Edelman and Edelman Intelligence, and HKJC for making this our most successful Get Redressed Month so far.

GRM public awareness ramped up with a visually compelling social media campaign, involving local

influencers and prominent figures, an industry study, and advertising in media including the SCMP, Localiiz

and Liv Magazine. Communications and PR efforts focused on the core message of the campaign, ‘Keep

clothing in use for longer’, but always included a clear call to action to encourage involvement such as

taking unwanted clothing to a collection point, engaging in social media or taking part in one of our events.

The campaign also benefited from exceptional public exposure through awareness posters in 22 MTR

stations for two weeks of October on the Ma On Shan, West Rail Line and East Rail Lines.

We continued our work with schools and businesses to educate people on the impact of fashion waste

on our environment. We conducted 35 talks to businesses, organisations and schools both online and

offline, reaching over 5,000 individuals across a range of ages, demographics and income brackets.

Our first ever socially driven competition – The Hunt – was created to find the oldest and most treasured

clothing in Hong Kong. Through Facebook, Instagram and The Get Redressed webpage, the public

shared their stories to inspire others on why conscious purchase can lead to a long-term relationship

with clothing.





A big part of GRM 2020 was

creating a consumer facing

campaign that not only looked

great, but also resonated with

the general public in Hong

Kong. We engaged a range of

influencers and revamped the

creative elements to maximize

our reach through social

media, digital advertising,

MTR advertising and various

other brand-led touch points.

Created in both English and

Chinese, the visuals were also

used in our communications

with businesses and schools.

In addition to traditional

advertising, we asked all

partners and stakeholders to

amplify the messages of the

campaign, through their own

social media and internal

communications.



In lieu of in person activities we ramped up media and social media engagement

for GRM 2020. With support from communications consultancy, Edelman, this

year’s campaign generated 27 pieces of media coverage in addition to 6 from

paid partnerships. 14 were written in Chinese while the remaining were in

English.

GRM reached a potential 6.5M eyeballs through third party media engagements 

and a further 180,000 through our own owned media channels (website, social 

media, e-newsletter).





To help people better understand the magnitude of the issues we raise

during GRM, and increase our understanding of changing opinions and

behaviors, we commissioned our first consumer study titled, “Clothing

Consumption, Usage and Disposal Habits in Hong Kong”. Created in

partnership with Edelman Intelligence, the study revealed some of the

habits that lead to our increasing waste problem.

According to the study of 1000 people in Hong Kong, two in five of us

only hold on to clothing for one year or less and when we don’t want it

anymore, a third of us will put it in the bin rather than making sure it gets

another life.

Those surveyed cited discounts as the number one purchase trigger for

buying clothes. The report also highlighted that almost one third of

clothes in our wardrobes are never or rarely worn, with impulse buying

and purchasing clothing in the wrong style or size being the other key

reasons behind unused clothing items in closets. According to our data

two-thirds of us have changed our clothing consumption behaviour

because of Covid-19.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, we spend more money than most countries on our

clothing. We set aside 11% of our monthly expenditure on

fashion…that’s more than we spend on health or education!

Clothing Consumption, Usage and Disposal 
Habits in Hong Kong 



In response to the ugly truths highlighted in our

consumer study, for this GRM we wanted to

celebrate the clothes that have stood the test of

time.

The Hunt was GRM’s social media competition,

designed to uncover the city’s oldest and most

cherished items.

From a knitted children’s hat passed down from

generation to generation to a silk dress that had

been on a world tour with three different owners

and a vintage velvet jacket created in the 70s by

a local designer, we were overwhelmed by

beautiful stories told through Facebook and

Instagram.

Overall, we received more than 40 entries,

further amplifying our message about buying

quality clothes that can continue to be worn

again and again.

View all of our winners and runners up.

https://www.redress.com.hk/getredressed/2020


By engaging with schools and businesses we directly spoke to more than

5,000 individuals during GRM. 500 employees from 11 corporate

groups joined us for our fun and interactive Lunch & Learn sessions while

we also conducted 14 talks to 3,000 primary and secondary students in

both local and international schools across Hong Kong. GRM speakers

were also involved in 5 other speaking opportunities including ReThink,

Think Ocean and KGV NGO Fair. These had a combined audience of

over 1,500.

By giving businesses and brands the tools to run their own Get

Redressed Days and other activities, our messages reached more people

than ever before. Employees had fun, dressing up in their oldest and

more unique items of clothes, while also raising money for Redress.

While much of the engagement was done online this year, schools still

formed a vital communications channel for GRM. Through advocacy

and education, we endeavor to inspire the younger generation to

change behaviors through talks and activities. In 2020 Redress also

launched the ECF Circular Fashion Education Programme, a toolkit full

of free, online resources and exercises that support learning about

sustainability in the fashion industry. For GRM we invited school children

to take part in our short story competition. We received 140 stories

across three age categories and were blown away by the creativity and

positive approach of the children who took part.



For GRM 2020 we had to change our usual approach to hosting live

events. We still wanted to ignite conversations among industry players and

encourage behavioral change among the public, so this year events were

hosted online.

We brought together our founder, Christina Dean, Aamir Sakhia,

COO of Lane Crawford and Alice Riley-Smith, the Commissioning &

English Content Editor at Vogue HK for an open and honest dialogue

around the future for sustainability in fashion in a post-Covid-19

world? More than 80 people joined the Zoom session moderated by

designer and sustainability advocate, Gloria Yu to hear what these

industry experts had to say.

We ran two workshops (one in English and one in Chinese) via Zoom

with HULA founder Sarah Fung, founder of Basics For Basics Kayla

Wong, Redress Design Award Alumnus and fashion designer Jesse Lee and

founder of Sew on Studio social enterprise Winsome Lok. 75 participants

were guided through three easy to apply embroidery techniques to breathe

new life into old denim items.

Panel discussion: 
Fashion, Sustainability and Covid-19

Denim upcycling workshops

Raising Conscious Consumers with Retykle

Parents had the chance to learn about sustainable

fashion choices alongside their children. The

online/offline event covered topics including issues in the

fashion industry, how to dress your children sustainably,

wardrobe edits, what to do with unwanted clothes, and

engaging your children in sustainable shopping.

http://www.redressdesignaward.com/


As an NGO with an environmental mandate, collecting

secondhand clothes for redistribution isn’t a primary

objective for Redress. However, we want people to

understand there are ways to give their old clothing a

second life. One of the most visible elements of our

campaign is our annual clothing collection. By putting

collection boxes in 52 locations with high footfall this

year, GRM received more external exposure as well a

huge amount of secondhand clothing.

With the Covid-19 pandemic impacting much of our

work, we could not host a public sort-a-thon like 2019,

however at the time of writing we are working to sort

the clothes to redistribute to charities throughout Hong

Kong and sell our next pop-up in Q1 of 2021.

THANK YOU TO OUR PUBLIC 

COLLECTION PARTNERS



SUPPORTING ORGANISATIONS


